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I liS 19 2 9 essay 'The Image of Proust', Walter Benjamin argues that
what is radical ahout the conception of involuntary memory which
emerges from Marcel Proust's In Search ofLost Time is the experience of
rejuvenation with which it IS associated. Henjamin argues that Proust's
novel is marked by a 'constant atlempt to charge an entire lifetime with
the utmost awareness' - a consciousness which springs from the 'shock
of rejuvenation' that one experiences when 'the past IS reflected in the
dewy frcsh instant',' In this essay I argue that what is significant, for
Benjamin, aboul the impreSSIons evoked hy involuntary memory is not
only the particular experience of time which they enable, but more significantly, the rejuvenation of the capacity for imagination with which
this experience is associated. DraWing on I3enlamin's analysis of the
radicality of the child's capacity for imagination, I argue that It is in the
Involuntary recollection of childhood (revealed both in Proust's In
Search ofLost Time, and Henjamin's own childhood reminiscences) that
Benjamin locates the pOSSIbility for reJuvenation, and with it a sense of
promise for a different kind offuture.

I.
One of the earliest references to Proust In IknJamln's correspondence appears in a letter to hiS friend Gershom Schulc:m dated July 21
1925, in which he informs Scholem of hiS recent deCISIOn to undertake t he 'enormous task' of t ransla tJ ng S(}(!t!m iI/U/ (;()m()rrah (t he 'main
novel' of Proust's In Set/reh ~r Lost Time>'- \X'hill" Henjamin's translation of Sodom and G()morrah was never published, two other volumes
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which he translated in collaboration with Franz Hessel were published as 1m Schattm der jungen Madchen and Die Herzogin von Cuermantes in 1927 and 1930 respectively.' Throughout this period, Benjamin's fascination with Proust's writings is clearly evident in his correspondence with friends and associates. In the above mentioned
letter to Scholem, Benjamin's acknowledgment of the close affinity
between Proust's 'philosophical perspective' and his own prompts
him to describe their relationship as one of 'kindred souls'. 'I am
eager to see', Benjamin writes, 'whether this feeling will be maintained now that I will be intimately involved with his work'" In a
letter to Rainer Maria Rilke written four months later, the continuation of these feelings is confirmed:
The deeper I c1c1ve Into the text [50dom and GomofTah).
the more grateful I am for the circumstances that caused
It to he enrrustnI to me! What I have gained from having
heen so deeply involvecl with this great masterpiece will
In time become very tangible for me.'

However, despite Benjamin's own claims about the philosophical
aftlnities between his own ideas and those of Proust, there has been
much speculation about the extent to which Benjamin and Proust are
in fact 'kindred souls'. This speculation has, in part, been fuelled by
Theodor Adorno's account of a conversation he had with Benjamin
about the Proust translations. In 'On Proust' Adorno writes that
Benjamin once told him 'that he did not want to read one word more
of Proust than he had to translate, because otherwise he would fall
into an a9dictive dependency that would impede him in his own production'. In 'Hope In the Past: On Walter Benjamin', Peter Szondi
claims that this remark can be read not as a confirmation of BenJamin's felt affinity to Proust, but rather as a sign of trepidation about
his conc~ntrated engagement with a work 'only apparently similar to
his own'. Benjamin's letter to Scholem, written in September 1926, in
which he describes the 'symptoms of intestinal pOIsoning' induced by
hiS 'unproductive involvement with a writer who so splendidly
pursues goals that are similar to [his] own, at least former, goals'would certainly appear to confirm Szondi's claim."
Szondi argues that Proust's and BenJamin's shared concern to
capture 'lost time' (as manifested in In Search ofLost Time and Berliner
Kindheit 11m neunzehnhundert respectively) obscures 'the fact that the
intentions of the rwo works are not only not related but are in fact
totally opposed'." Szondi claims that Pr~ust's search for, and experi-
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enre of lost time (through the conjunctIOn of the past and the
present triggered by involuntary memory) is primarily motivated by a
desire to 'escape from the sway of time itself'.'" He argues that this
desire (the goal of which is to evade the future, and with it death)
stands in stark contrast to the promise of the future that Benjamin
seeks in the past evoked by involuntary memory.
Szondi's claim can, in part, be confirmed by the comments of
Proust's narrator, Marcel, in the final volume of the book. In a discussion of the effects evoked by the taste of the madeleine (which
was the catalyst for his first SOjourn into the realm of involuntary
memory) Marcel argues that the :i0Y' induced by these 'impressions'
hinges on their extra-temporality :
A minute frced from the order of time has re-created in
us ... the man freed from the order of time And one can
understand that this man should have confidence in his
;0), even if the simple taste of a madeleine docs not seem
logically to contain within it the reasons for this JOY, one
can understand that the word 'death' should have no
meanIng for him; situated outside time. why should he
fear the future""

As Szondi and others have pointed out, this desire to escape the
future by submerging oneself in a timeless, idealised past does not sit
comforta~ll with the powers of involuntary memory envisioned by
Benjamin. While BenJamin is not openly critical of Proust 10 this
regard. in 'The Image of Proust' he does POint out that there are
'rudiments of an enduring idealism' in Proust's writings, but adds that
'it would be a mistake to make these the hasis of an interpretation'."
For while the concerns which underpin 13enjamlO's interest in involuntary memory do differ from those of Proust in certain regards,
there are, nonetheless, a number of important similarities between
each of their analyses of the 'rejuvenating' effects precipitated by an
experience of 'convoluted time'. While Proust's trepidation about
the future is quelled by hiS encounters wit h the past, to claim this as
the primary motivation behmd his search for lost tIme is to radically
undermine the significantly more complex. nuanced conception of
the powers of involuntary memory that emerges from the six
volumes of In Search ofLost Time.
In order to get a fuller sense of the important influence that
Proust's writings had on the development of 13enjamin's conception
of the significance of involuntary memory, an analysis of the distinc-
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tion which Proust draws between voluntary and involuntary memory
is required. In In Search of Lost Time, Marcel argues that the 'desiccated' and 'insubstantial' images evoked by voluntary memory (otherwise referred to as 'the memory of the intellect') do not preserve anything of the 'reality' of the past. Located beyond the grasp of the
intellect, he argues that the true past 'lies hidden' within 'some material object' or 'in the sensation which that material object will give us'
- the location of whIch can only be discovered by chance.." This is
because the reality of the past consists of impressions (of colours,
scents, feelings and sounds) which have been separated by the intellect from the events or moments WIth whIch they were associated,
because - as Marcel points out - 'it could make nothing of them for
its own rational purposes'.'" Although excluded from the realm in
which they could be voluntarily recalled, he argues that these impressions nonetheless remain 'immured as within a thousand sealed
vessels', each of which is filled with scents, colours, and temperatures
which, when discovered, provide us with 'the sensation of extraordinarily diverse atmospheres'.'; For Marcel, the 'essential character' ot"
these ephemeral encounters (which, like 'a propitious breeze', blow
in from the past") is that they cannot be recalled at will, and this - he
claims - is the 'mark of their authenticity'."
As Benjamin argues in his 1939 essay 'Some Motifs in Baudelaire',
a comparison can be drawn between Proust's ideas and those elaborated by Sigmund Freud in his 1921 essay 'Beyond the Pleasure Principle'!" (which BenjamlO describes, in The Arcades Project, as 'probably
the best commentary' that exists on Proust's writings:'). In a similar
vein to Proust's analYSIS of the desiccating function of the intellect,
Freud argues that consciousness plays an important role 10 parrying
stimuli from the realm 10 whICh they could leave hehlnd an imprint
in memory. 'The basic t"ormula of this hypothesis', BenJ3min writes,
is thaI 'becumlng con~CJou~ anel leaVing behind a mt:mory
trace arc proces~es incompatible wilh each other Within ont:
and the ~amt' ~Y~lem'. Rather. mt:morv fragment~ arc 'often
most powerful anel mOSl endunng wht:n the inCldt:nt which
left them ht:hlnd was one that never t:ntered consCJou~ness'.
Put In Proust ian lerms. thl~ mean~ Ihal onlv wh;1l hJ~ not
heen experienced expIJCJtI~· and ron~liou,I.\~ whal has nOI
happened to Ihe suhjeCl a, an cxrefll'IKl [rd,·bllis}. can
hecome a component of Iht: memoir,· tnt'oIOllldtr( .

For BenJamin, the 'special achievement' of the tntellect can be found
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in its 'function of assigning to an incident a precise POint in time in
conscIOusness at the cost of the integnry of its contents'." This
process not only rums the Incident into 'a moment that has been
lived (Erlebnis)', bur in doing so, 'sterilizc[s it] ... for poetic experience' (dichterische Erfahrung>.·· 'Experiences', Hcnjamin writes, 'are
lived similarities'. 'What is decisive here is not the causal connections established over the course of time' (which characterise the
kind of expenence designated by the term Erlebnis)", bur rather 'the
capaciry for endless interpolaltons Into what has been'.'" While 'a
lived event is finite - at any rate, confined to one sphere of experience (des Erlebens]; a remembered event is infinite. because it is only a
key to everything that happened before it or after It'.'"
Like Benjamin, Marcel argues that the Images of the past which
can he voluntarilv
. recalled have been made 'arid bv. the intellect'
through and by which they have been filtered and systematlsed.:While the 'snapshots taken by [his] memory' do not reveal anything
of the substance of his trip to Venice, for example, an experience of a
very different kind is communicated to him after the event via a
chance encounter. in Paris, with an uneven path like the one he had
encountered in the baptistery at St.J\-lark's."" for Marcel, what is
Important about thIS encounter is not so much the uncanny recurrence of the sensation of hump~' paving stones underfoot, but rather
the extent to which thiS recurrence serves as a trigger for the mood
and emotions associated with that ltme. Marcel's dIscovery of an old
book, for example, not onl~' reignites within him the memory of
reading It as a child, bur serves as a catalyst for an encounter with
'the brilliant sunshine that prevailed while he was reading it', and the
desires and dreams 'that were then shaping themselves in his mind'!'
ThIS emphasis on the evocation of fecllng and mood (rather than a
purely imagistiC encounter with the past) plays an important role in
Benjamin's analysis of In Search of l.ost Time. In his observations on
Promt collected in the 'Proust-Papicre', he writes:
(\V}hat ProUq olscovere.:d. is that once he had hroken
open thc selret lompartment of 'mood', what la.\' IIlSl0e
... lould he appropriated this disorderly he;Jp of thlllgs.
which we ourseh'es. ha\'lng f;Jllhfullv crammed IIlto the
unCOllsCiOUS' had lurgo!lcll. ;Jnd which now overwhelms
the person who s(;Jllds hefore it. likc the man at the Sight
of a drawer which IS stuffed to the hrlm with useless. forgo!lcn to~'s It is thiS pla.\'fulness [Vcnp,dtlJelt) of true life,
of which on Iv mcmor.\' speaks to us. thaI one must seek in
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and make the central poinr of reflection."

This sense of'playfulness' (which is also central to Benjamin's analysis
of the radicality of childhood perception and cognition) is - in his
analysis of Proust - entwined with the relationship he draws between
the involuntary recollection of one's childhood and an experience of
'rejuvenation [Vetjungungl'.'~ Anticipating Benjamin's fascination
with the child's capacity for imagination, and hislher refusal to
accept the form of something as it exists", Marcel argues in In Search
ofLost Time that the rejuvenating power of the impressions evoked by
involuntary memory lies in their capacity to evoke a sense of 'fresh
emotion' and 'spiritual renewal'" which could serve as a 'starting
point' or 'foundation stone' for the construction oi a different kind
of existence."

II.
The significance Benjamin places upon the relationship between
involuntary memory and an experience of rejuvenation is also manifested in his childhood reminiscences. In both 'A Berlin Chronicle'
and Berliner Kindheit um neunzehnhundert, the past as recalled via
involuntary memory emerges as a preserve of hope for a different
kind of future. According to Scholem, Benjamin started work on 'A
Berltn Chronicle' in Berlin in January 1932, and In the following
months continued to work on it while living in Ibiza. \(, As Benjamin
explains in a letter written to Scholem in April of that year, his stay
on the island was prompted 'first and foremost' by his very poor economic situation, and the 'strain of inconceivable proportions' engendered by the difficulties associated with making ends meet in
Berlin." Benjamin completed 'A Berlin Chronicle' in Ibiza, and inJuly
travelled to France, where he planned to take his own life in a Hotel
in Nice." In a letter to Scholem (written on July 26) Benjamin
describes the 'proiound fatigue' that had overcome him as a result of
the political events in Germany which were 'preparing the way for
Hitler's assumption of power"" - the impending consequences of
which Benjamin was contemplating 'with a grimness verging on
hopelessness'.'" However, despite the mood of despair which pervades his letters of this period, Benjamin did not take his life, but
travelled instead to Italy and then, in November, to Berlin, where he
worked - amidst 'the 'inaugural celebrations' with which the Nazis
heralded the beginning of a 'new ... era''! - on a series of 'sketches'
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concerning memones of [his] early life' entitled Berliner Kindheit um
neunzehnhundert. J~
The conditions under which Henjamin wrote this book are not
insignificant. As Anna Sriissi argues in Erinnerung an die ZukunJt, the
fragmentary images of Benjamm's childhood which constitute
Berliner Kindheit correspond with those memories 'which flash ... up
at a moment of danger' that Henjamin describes in the 'Theses on
the Philosophy of History' (which he wrote in exile in Paris, prior to
his death in 1940):' For our concerns here, however, another - more
productive - comparison can be drawn between the images which
constitute Berliner Kindheit, and Benjamin's analysis of involuntary
memory (which was undertaken around the time of his planned
suicide) in his short, but nonetheless significant study 1\us einer
kleinen Rede tiber Proust, an meinem vierzigsten Geburstag
gehalten' ['From a short speech on Proust, delivered on my fortieth
birthday'] on July '5, '932 :
On the knowledge of the memoire involontaire: not only 00
its images come when they arc not summoned, but thev
appear rather as images that we have never seen hefore
we remember them. ThiS is most obvious in those
images. in which - as in some dreams - we can see ourselves. \XJe stano hefore ourselves. as we probablv srooo
once somewhere 10 a primal past [Urvergangt'nheitl hut as
we have never stood before our gaze. And preCisely the
most important images - those which are developed in
the darkroom of the IIveo moment - are the ones we get
to sec. One could say that our oeepest moments ... come
with a Illtle Image, a photo of ourselves. And that 'entire
life' that we often hear about, which passes hefore the
oying, or those people who are hovering in oanger of
dving, is composed preCisely out of these little images."

In 1\ Berlin Chronicle' and Berliner Kindheit it is these 'little images'
that Renjamm seeks to capture and represent, and which distinguish
his remimscences from the chronologICal, narrative based content of
autobiographies developed primanly from the memory of the intellect. In i'\ Berlin Chronicle', he writes:
Reminiscences, even extensive ones, 00 not always amount
to an auwbiograph\'. Ano these YUlle certainly 00 nor. even

for the Berlin years that I am exclusively concerneo with
nere. Fur autobiography has to du with lime, with sequence
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and what makes up the continuous flow of life. Ilere, I am
talking of a space, of moments and discontinuities."
In both ~ Berlin Chronicle' and Berliner Kindheit the temporal
spaces opened up by involuntary memory are associated with rooms,
objects, places, streets, sounds, and colours which surrounded Benjamin as a child, and later as a young man, growing up in Berlin. The
images in Berliner Kindheit (whIch Hermann Hesse described as
having been 'sketched out with the most careful hand and lightly
hued as if with watercolours'"') bear titles such as 'Oer Niihkasten'
['The Sewing Box'], 'Wintermorgen' ['Winter Morning'], 'Verstecke'
['Hiding Places'], 'Loggien ['Loggias'], 'Das Karussell' ['The Merrygo-round'], 'Ein Weihnachtsengcl' [i\ Christmas Angel'], and 'Farben'
['Colours'], while the memories that he describes in i\ Berlin Chronicle' revolve around places such as the zoo, New Lake, The Viktoria
Cafe, and other meeting places of the Youth Movement with which
Benjamin was associated. As Benjamin writes In the preface to
Rerliner Kindheit, this emphasis on Berlin was due partly to his realJsation while abroad in 1932 that in the near future he could be forced
to take permanent leave of the city in whIch he was born, and partly
because - for someone liVIng in exile - the images which awaken
homesickness most strongly arc those of childhood."'
In 'The Image of Proust', Benjamin argues that Proust's writings,
too, are infused with an almost debilJtating sense of homesickness.
For Benjamin, howe:ver, Proust's homesICkness is not the catalyst for
a desire to escape into the: realm of childhood and away from time
itself, but is the: product of hIS longing for a 'world distorted in the
state: of resemblance'." BenJamm argues that the world whICh involuntary memory opens up to Proust is not a world of 'boundless time'
but rather a 'unIverse of convolution';" and It IS through this experience of 'convoluted time' (which IS achieved through the interweaving of memorv with the: present) that BenJamin locates the possibility for rejuvenation, and with it a sense of promise for a different
kind of future. As John McCole has argued, this 'enrwineme:nt of
memory' stands in stark contrast to 'the perpetual present of immediate, living experience [Erlebnis]'. It consIsts 'neither in recalling discrete moments whose entire slgnitlcance was given in the instant of
their occurrence nor in freemg them from time', bur rather in 'the
ability to interpolate endlcssl~' 10 what has been'.'''
While It IS clear that the emphasis whICh Benjamm places on certam
aspe:cts of Proust's search for lost time is driven by his own conception
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of the powers of Involuntary memo!); he is not uncritical of Proust. On
the contrary, one of the key criticisms that he levels at Proust's writings
revolves around the two fundamentally different forms taken by the
desire for happiness fuelling Proust's homesickness. One of these forms,
Benjamin argues, IS assoClarcd with an expenence of memory which
revolves around 'the unheard-of, the unprecedented, the height of bliss',
while the other IS characterised by 'eternal repetition, the eternal
restoration ot" the original, the first happiness'." While the latter - in its
evocation of a self-enclosed, timeless space - is a recognition of the
emphasis Proust places on the past as a refuge from the future, the
tormer - in its reference to that which is 'unprecedented' - evokes an
experience of time much closer to that which Benjamin privileges in his
reading of Proust's 'impassioned cult of similarity'."
For both Benjamin and Proust, the experiences provoked by
these encounters arc associated not with those incidents or events
which one would ordinarily deem 'memorable', but rather with the
fleeting expenence of mood that Benjamin associates with 'the
night, a lost twittering ot" birds, or a breath drawn at the sill of an
open window'." It is the moody, atmospheric quality of these
encounters (which arc themselves prompted by everyday impressions such as the flavour of a certain blend of coffee or the colour of
a book) which draws Benjamin - despite his reservations - to the
writings of Proust. Marcel writes:
Thl:' sight. for instance. of the binding of a hook once
read mar weave into thl:' characters of its title the moonlight of a dlSlant summer night. The taste of our hreakfast colke bflngs with It Ihat vague hope of fine weather
which so often long ago - as with the day still intact and
full hefore us. we were cirmking it out of a howl of white
porCt:lam. creamv and Iluted and itself looking almosl like
vitnfleci milk - sucidenly smiled upon us in the pale uncertaintv of the ciawn."

For 'an hour', he continues, 'IS not merely an hour, it is a vase full of
scents and sounds and projects and climates'. and real experience is
borne ot" a 'connexion between these immediate sensations and the
memories which envelop us simultaneously with them'."
It is also out of such moments that both 'A Berlin Chronicle' and
Rerliner Kindheit are constituted. The promIse of the 'scents and
sounds and projects and climates' evoked by Benjamin's images of the
loggias, the zoo, and icc-skating on New Lake do not lie, however, in
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the objects and spaces, occasions and conversations with which they
are associated, nor in their capacity to provide some kind of outline
for the future. Rather - as per Proust's impression of the flavour of
an early morning coffee when the day was 'still intact and full before
[him}' - their significance lies in their evocation of a time when the
future was still open, and the past not yet completed.'" For Benjamin,
this experience of time contains within it its own revolutionary
possibility, because it opens up a space in the forward march of
history within which the remembering subject is able to imagine the
possibility ot" a different kind of future:'
In In Search ofLost Time, Proust also draws a connection between the
experience of 'breathing the atmosphere' of childhood and the rejuvenation of one's capacity for imagination. In Time Regained, for example,
Marcel refers to the 'celestial nourishment' with which involuntary
memory provides him, commenting later that his encounters with
impressions such as the sight of the sea, and the smell of
a room provoked hy the texture of a starched napkin plav
an Important role in 'caressling his} imagination':'
While the relationship that Benjamin draws between the experience
of childhood and the capacity for imagination plays an important
role in his analysis of childhood perception and cognition in One-Way
Street, and in his essays on mimesis, and proletarian children's
theatre"', in the context of this essay, the heightened capacity for
imagination that Benjamin attrihutes to children helps to shed light
upon the nature of the promise for the future that he locates in the
spaces opened up by his childhood reminiscences. For as Benjamin
suggests in the preface to the book, the images which constitute
Berliner Kindheit are not specific to his own particular childhood.'"
Rather, as attested to by his delight upon hearing that Scholem had
recognised his own childhood in the book, what is significant for
Benjamin is the degree to which Berliner Kindheit captures not only
something of the urban childhood of the middle classes, but something of the experience of childhood more generally."
In his writings on Proust, Benjamin is critical of what he describes
as the private, self-absorbed focus of Proust's conception of the
powers of involuntary memory. In 'Some Motifs in BaudelaIre" for
example, he argues that Proust 'nonchalantly and constantly strives
to tell the reader: RedemptIOn is my private show'.'~ Benjamin,
however, argues In his later writings that 'where there is experience in
the Strict sense of the word', aspects of one's 'individual past' are
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entwined with those of the 'collective'.'" In his notes on Proust
wnrten after the publication of The Image of Proust' in '929, this
emphasis on the collective features heavily. In his notes for The
Arcades Project, for example, Henjamin argues that in order for a
desire for social change to become manifest, the experiences provoked by Proust's childhood recollections would have to be experienced at the level of the collective. For Benjamin, the promise of the
impressions evoked by involuntary memory lies not only In the particular content of the memories which are recollected, but in the
extent to which the capacity for imagination that he associates with
children's play is reignited along with those memories.

Ill.
In his analysis of Benjamin's essay on proletarian children's theatre,
Gerhard Fischer draws a highly productive comparison between Benjamin's analysis of the significance of the child's imagination and
Freud's discussion of children's play in his '907 lecture 'Creative
Writers and Daydreams'.'~ In this short piece, Freud argues that the
child's 'intense occupation' with play (an activity which he or she
takes very seriously) can be likened to the practices of the creative
writer insofar as both seek to 'create... a world of [their] own, or,
rather, rearrange ... the things of [their] world in a new way which
pleases [them],."' He argues that the creative practices of both the
child and the writer are fuelled bv a desire for the fulfilment of
'unsatisfied wishes'."" 'A happy person', Freud writes, 'never phantasies, only an unsatisfied one ... and every single phantasy is the fulfilment of a wish, a correction of [an} unsatisfying reality'."
This conception of creative writing (as a practice which is driven by
both a dissatisfaction with the prevailing conditions, and an active
desire to transform one's reality into something difterent) certainly
provides us with an insight into the writings of Proust, which are - as
Adorno has pointed out - infused by a 'fidelity to childhood' borne out
of Proust's implacable desire for happiness.'" Proust, Adorno writes,
looks at even adult life with such allen and wondering
eyes that under his immersed gaze the present IS virtually
transformed into prehistor~', into ehddhuod, This has an
aspect that is not at all esoteric but rather democratic.
For eyery somewhat sheltered child whose responsiveness
has not hcen driven out of hIm in his earliest years has at
his disposal infInite pOSSIbilities of cxpenencc·.""
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Contrary, however, to Benjamin's claims about the private, selfabsorbed focus of Proust's analysis of the experiences evoked by
involuntary memory, it is clear from both Proust's letters and the narrator's comments in Time Regained that Proust conceived of the task
ot' the novel somewhat differently. In a letter to Camille Vetard
(written in 1922), Proust claims that the task of the book is 'to reveal
to the conscious mind unconscious phenomena which, wholly forgotten, sometimes lie very far back in the past"U; the significance of
which is framed, in Time Regained, in terms of a collective, rather than
an individual recollection of the past. In a passage towards the end of
the novel, Marcel argues that 'it would be inaccurate ... to say that I
thought of those who would read {the book] as 'my' readers. For it
seemed to me that they would not be 'my' readers but the readers of
their own selves ... It would be my book, but with its help I would
furnish them with the means of reading what lay inside themselves'."
'The writer's work', he claims, 'is merely a kind of optical instrument
which he offers to the reader to enable him to discern what ... he
would perhaps never have perceived in himself'.'.'
In his article 'On Proust', Adorno expresses a similar sentiment. In
a passage which reveals an important affinity between the childhood
reminiscences of Benjamin and Proust (which was not explicitly
recognised by Benjamin himself), Adorno argues that the reader of
Proust 'feels addressed by {his descriptions! as if by inherited memories'." It is from 'under the mask of autobiography' that he is able to
give away 'the secrets of every person while at the same time
reporting on something extremely specialized'." In the recollections
of his childhood collected in 'A Berlin Chronicle' and Berliner Kindheit
um neunzehnhundert, Benjamin has sought to achieve something very
similar. Confronted by a future eclIpsed by the horrors of Fascism, the
value of his childhood reminiscences lies not in the extent to which
they open up a space within which Benjamin can escape into the past,
and away from the terror of the present. On the contrary, what I have
tried to show in this essay, is that what is significant for Benjamin
about the impressions evoked by involuntary memory, is not only the
extent to which they can rejuvenate the capacity for imagination
hidden withm the crevices of one's childhood, but more significantly
the extent to which the child's capacity t'or imagination can be harnessed in the service of the creation of a different kind of future.
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